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May 30, 1971 

Mr. Jobs Leonard 
Editor, Sunday Rook Review Section 
The New York Rims 
New York, New York 

Dear Mr. Leonards 

When newspapers boom, adjuncts of and spokesmen for government in 
a country like ours, they abdicate their responsibilities, betray 
the trust of their readers and, in the genuine moaning, are truly 
subversive. in countries we consider Outheritarian, the people know 
the press is *controlled by and speaks for the government. in ours, 
the opposite is assumed. 

It is not alone by their behavior prier to the lay of Pigs, when 
The Wel Torklimee  and Theyashington pest,  yielded to federal in 
portuning and were silent, knowing an enormous breach of interne. 
tional law impended . one that could have triggered World War III - 
that these two papers have been and are adjuncts of government. In 
reporting of and in reviews of books en • and outright suppression 
about . political assassinations, particularly my work, which hop-
pens to have been first, most numerous and most extensive, they 
serve the same function. 

Jr PRAMS-UP is the Inlit book *Afloat of and destructive to the 
official mythology ;Walt the Martin Luther Xing assassination. 
When you assigned it for review, you had, on the staff at the 
*leas, a amebic' of qualified experts, including the man who roper ed 
the Memphis mimicry of justice. These did not satisfy you. Instead, 
you ~shed across the country ter a violent partisan, a man so 
unmanly he tailed to respond to my challenge over his earlier vent-
ing of personal spleen and blind bias, a man more completely dis-
qualified tholjalmost any you could have selected for what it is 
now clear 	the /Awe intent to destroy wy book and damage me. 

Ramsey Clark was Attorney General during tho entire period eovered 
by FRAMX-DP. The official misdeeds therein exposed, obloinating 
in my successful lawsuit against the Department of Justice under 
the "'voodoo et Information" law (not "news fit to print" to 
few 'folk 'Imes),  are these of the Criminal Division. So, yountieet 
John Uplan, describing him as a professor of law :nd hide from 
your readers the irreconcilable conflicts with which he is saddled. 

I. was law clerk to Justice Tom Clark, Ramsey's father. Dm was in 
this Criminal Division. Me has been an uncritical partisan of the 
Warren Commission, is critical, without knowledge or basis in fast, 
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of those who wrote the Commission did less than society had a right 
to expect of it. And on blanks, he serves as an official propagand-
ist, recently having done a pseudosoholarly analysis of the Angela 
Davis case for the USIA. This la angel  propaganda, moms to 
which is denied only to the poops of the United States. 

All these things you hid from your readers and more. When you, 
personally, wrote a review of Sim Garrison's "Heritage of Stone," 
the editors of thenamenelsed the concluding and only favorable 
paragraphs from 	following the first on the basis you prove 
spurious with me, that the Ilogidoes not permit "editorialising" in 
book reviews, Theo, has stMil-Woon any other kind anywhere about 
any of Mr books. 

It is not unfair to say you disguised these things, for it you were 
in any way innocent on assignment of this "review" (to call Xsplan's 
personal induSgonms whisk disclose nothing of the contents of the 
only book on this subject a "review" is to speak of love as does a 
whoro),you knew them immediately on publication. I then wrote you 
of then in length and in detail. When you were telephoned by an 
incredulous reader who had road PIANS-UP before you published USIA's 
Caplan, you agonised aloud to him, claiming innocence and sayingyou 
were troubled, having just received and road my letter. You bad to 
do something, you said, protesting your own purity of soul and in-
tellect. You even solicited from him alettor to help rectify this 
shameful thing that had boon dem inyour name in what you edit, 
Ile is not the only such letter of which I have been informed. 

Saving all of those facts, and having assuaged your grief and alleged 
your personal chastity, instead of rectification, you today publish 
what can, with hindmost, be described as malicious falsehood by 
Geoffrey Wolff, a man I moo respected for his honesty and for this 
reason sheltered in the footnote of which he wrote you. That reads, 
in full: 

I know that its ake Washington Post's7.  book reviewer was 
ordered not to review Wbitowashafterho had read it and 
decided on a favorable review. 

isithor hero nor anywhere did I identify Wolff. It is he who exposes 
his professional nakedness in your today's newest defamation. Dew 
he can open it with a defense of Itplan's blatant dishonesties and 
propaganda after reading IRADD-UP, which he has, although his letter 
does net somas awe, I leave to nocturnal confrontations with mu-
m/ono* which, if they are not spontaneous, I recommend to and wish 
for him. 

Do lies about the four "falsehoods" he attributes to net 

-(1) I did not decide on a "favorable rovisit of "Whitewash," 
(2) I did not plan ans review of "Whitewash" because (3) I 
never read more than a few pages of the thing. Thus, (4) 
I was never "ordered not to review it." Mon sequitur in 
original.) 
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It happens, although Wolff had no way of knowing it, that I planned 
a book on the non-publishability of serious criticism of the of-
ficial :lotion about the John Kennedy assassination, with the title, 
"Dick Daring in the Balboa, or Mow I Got Rich in Six Menthe." To 
this end, I kept detailed notes and copies of all letters. Aside 
from the fact that all are dated, the typewriter I used, long sine* 
retired, and the unusual paper, further time these notes and letters 
beyond any possibility of serious questioning. They are oentempe-
ransoms. 

Beginning before the May 9, 1966, general appearance of WMITMWASM as 
what I 'believe was the original underground book (it was published 
in limited edition the previous August and had been sompleted in mid-
February 1965Z. I bad a long series of negotiations and ultimately 
an arrangement with The Waton Pest,  all included in these let-
ters and notes. This is what  is produced by hasty consultation with 
a tile-drawer full of material far "Dick Daring." I have no doubt 
that closer examination will produce more, particularly as it relates 
to the 111.4A and its review policy. (Per example, the Times 'frets no 
that to-LFI private printing has no official existeniiim."7"W:your 
-tiles will not yield that letter, mine will.) 

One of my proposals to the Isisji which was then being considered was 
serialisation of WMITNWAS11.7-64: the afternoon of May 9, t left four 
copies there, in addition to the earlier copies of the manuscript, 
one to the then national editor and one to a reverter also assigned 
to road it. Of these four, ens was for Wolff, to whom I had spoken 
earlier. In that conversation I had ejprcesed misgivings about the 
lack of independent and professional editing and apprehensions be!- 
cause what I published myself Was the retyped first draft. 

The last of my nixie pages of notes for the period ending 5/15/66 
discloses I made two visits to Wolff's office the Friday morning 
of that period. On the first, he was not in. On the second, "it 
developed, he had no copy of the book but had just been told about 
it by Bradlee.'` (fen Bradlee, then as now an executive.) 46'11 
do a review if the Post doesn't syndicate, for they never review 
books the)* SlyndiaitW 

Sp, there is a single truth in Weltt's malice. I did "hand-deliver" 
a copy to him when emcee  at the Pest did not gLirElm the copy I 
bad left for him. (This is not ail-Atonal. It was not until the 
34th copy that I asked the Tines  to pay for any.) But with this 
clear recollection at a minor incident, is it net add that, on all 
major points, Wolff's resell is se. Wrong? 

MT notes dated 5/24/66 include thins 

Bumped into Wolff 23 a m. Bo has read the book, impreseed, 
interested, and "mush ;otter written than you had led me to 
believe." 

There is suboonsoious confession of guilt in Wolff's letter, as in 
"I decided, in agreement with my editors, to leave the oonsideration 
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of books about the iennedy assassination to reviewers bettor quali-
fied to judge their merits. I disqualified myself 

It was not this way and, fortunately, I wrote Wolff en this August 
28, 1966, original carbon enclosed for your assurance. 

Book reviews are assigned, where the editor deems necessary, to "ex-
ports." It was Wolfria function to &beide whether WRITZWASI should 
be reviewed and then to assign the review. Nest cannot be done by 
the book-review editor. Customarily, staffers are among the first 
eensidered. OO, it is ne answer to say "I decided 4.9 to leave the 
consideration of" such books to "experts," And more, at MI time, 
there was but one, mine. 

Wolff, personally, was my source on his being directed not to review. 
The footnote to which he objects is completely aeourate, measly a 
contraction. What Wolff told me is not that unnamed "editors,' but 
TAR editor, then. J. Russell Wiggins, gave Wolff this cop-out 
directing him to,retiew no books oritioal of the Warren Report. 
(This, of eeuies, did no —proolude later review or serialisation of 
sysephantio Work, to which different soneepte and standards were ap-
plied.) welff agonited in telling as this;  and,  to his seemingly 
genuine unhappineee at having to retain professional integrity under 
these eiroumstanses and his decency in telling me at all, I formed 
the apparently false impression of him as a man that led to my net 
identifying him in that footnote, 

If you for one minute doubt anything I tell you, you are welcome to 
access to this entire file. It contains much more than I can indi-
cate in a letter, including the acid test to which the Poit sub-
jected the boOk, with my assent, giving a copy to the Department of 
Juitice for resPonse. Official evasiveness and neon-responsiveness 
was then decisive in turning on the Post - or one faction - for a 
a short period. 

Iwo I think it sufficient to quote a single sentence from my unan-
swered AugUst 28, 1966, letter to Wolff 

When I spoke to you a month ago and you told me the policy 
Was to'review none *film books, I told you this meant you 
would review all but mine thin ugh DOOR WM. 

My forecast was precisely accurate, That letter coincided with re-
view of the third of those books, the second so reviewed. 

Were I in error - which I am not, not in any detail, no matter how 
slight - the fault would still be Wolff's, for he never responded to 
this letter. Its own integrity &sanded response if this sentence 
alone is in any way misrepresentative. 

Coming an top of Kaplan's wretched debasement of the intellect, his 
defense of the POI and the total collapse of all the protective in-
stitutions of society, fobbed off as a "review" on your readers 
plus other undenied libels I do not here repeat but offer you 

readers, 

you desire them, I submit WOXffls new libels are malicious, This is 
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particularly true when, from what was in your possession showing 
Kaplan's complicating connections and the nature of his writing, 
you select libel alone for publication and suppress relevant fact. 

Lot us return to Kaplan for a moment for, as I said, I did and do 
keep tiles. Mis partisanship was first displayed in "The Trial of 
Jack Ruby," in which)** laments the failure of the adversary system 
only to criticize me for documenting it*  Mu might read with in-
terest the Times' news story upon its appearance for it is perti. 
mint.) As mites the alleged evidence and sonolusions of the 
Warren Commission, Kaplan's book, in words I did not then use, is loaded with permeating error on the most basic and uncontested feet. 
After reading only the prologue and dissevering this, in an effort to be helpful to Macmillan and the authors. on December 44 1965, I 
wrote Executive lditor Peter V. Ritner, eit 	some of these errors. 
I also said, "1 shall keep a record of any additional farrerir I 
might find LTA the body el' the book,' until hear from you or the r 
authors." 

There were such errors. I did make extensive notes I still have. 
I did and do regard a book showing Jack ROW did not get justice as 
important*, When there is denial of justice to one, it is denied 
all, the doctrine of my own writing that Kaplan now efts's* 

Wolff-like, Kaplan did not respond. That he reserved for what has 
become his method, the knife in the back, then exemplified in the 
Spring 1967 issue of "Th. American Scholar." Then as now, accuracy 
and Kaplan are strangers. 

However, with his unique "quilifieationa" for reviewing my doeu. 
mented and unrefUted criticism of the Department of Justice and the 
PSI, intimate associations with both, one of my 1965 Comments on 
Kaplan's writing, is today timely. It "prettied up" the police. If 
consistency in this regard is a virtue, it is Kaplan's single Virtue. 

Perhaps the most ironic aspect of all of this is the designed and 
repeated abuse of me Itz the limes  for doing pee/444  what it *Palled 
for in its excellent lUreb, 11, 1969, editorial. This was tie day 
after Ray was salted away for the rest of his life by the invidious 
deal through which any trial was avoided. 

Under the title, "Tongew4led Justice," you will find these among 
many pertinent comments and opinions (copy marked and enclosed)* 

• shocking breach of faith with the Amerioan people, 
black and white 
.04 by no means, legal or pragmatic, should the doers of 
the courtroom and the jail be slammed she* on the feats 

- N

▪  

othing but outrage and suspicion can follow the handling 
of this long-delayed and instantly snuffed-out trial 
Why should this assassination ease be tried by statements 
instead of formal legal procedures, subject to examination and oressulmamination, the presentation of all the evi-
dence ...? 
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.., the question still cries for answers Was there a 
conspiracy...? You new like it when Wolff jokes about 
"oonspirasy-bobbyists."7 
Ohs state's ease 	is hardly enough in a ease of this 

.magnitude *** a racist or quasi-political assassination. 
No one was demanding blood; everyone is demanding fasts. 
Lot Willie's' Bradford 'We what a mookery of justice for 
lbw facts to emerge in marketed lustiest 

Times;wailed in agony in the moment of passion, but its tears 
Oieriiiimight, New that I have done that which it should have, 
that for which it called so eloquently, first it hires a bask to 
chop me and kill the book - the oAT snob book » then stabs me 
with Wolff's shiv. 

I do not have Wolff's address, I ask that you send him a copy of 
this letter and the one I wrote him and solicit his defense or a 
retraction and apology. Xis tat least suboonicious) awareness of 
his guilt in this entire self-defaming affair is disclosed in his 
final words,'"Muoditore were as pleased to slip me off 'the hook 
as I was pleased to be off it," "Off the book?" Can it be that 
there isIpt book that cannot be adequately and honestly reviewed? 
Now Sould7this have been done by the syndicated reviews tho4ost 
bought and not by it, through/took-Editor Wolff or any surrogate 
"expert?" 

Prom "slipping" off his own "book," Wolff has progressed to hoisting 
on his own petard, taking you'and the Nimes up with him. 

Collectively, you, he and Kaplan have engaged in "a shocking breach 
of faith with the American people." No doors ought be "slammed shut 
on the fasts, the motives and the doubts of this horrible murder" 
(to which you add the attempted assassination of the only book doing 
what the limes demanded), "Nothing but outrage and suspicion can 
follow the handling" you gave this bock and me. "Oho question still 
cries out for answer. 
I am not "demanding Isloodt everyone is demanding facts. Are we going 
to get the fasts" from you three horsemen, the Nimes, Kaplan and 
Wolff? 

Neu see, another part of that vast Mimes bureauorasy asked it all 
for me, as it charged me as a writer with the obligations it abdi-
cated. 

It your personal integrity can survive a record like this, Can a 
tree society, any kind of genuinely free press? Dare other writers 
or publishers attempt what I felt it incumbent upon me to do when 
they can anticipate your literary assassination? 

gineerely, 

Harold Weisberg 

Enclosures 


